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Quantum field theory, a framework for explaining how subatomic particles behave, among other things, is one of the most successful areas of physics, but it's still incomplete — it's poorly described ...
Mathematician Seeks to Bring Quantum Field Theory into Mainstream Math
The measurement influences the measured object – this is one of the most basic principles of quantum theory. "Werner Heisenberg came up ... and then an electric field was continuously adjusted in such ...
Heisenberg under the microscope
Quantum field theory marries the ideas of other quantum theories to depict all particles as “excitations” that arise in underlying fields. The British physicist Paul Dirac started the ball ...
What is quantum field theory?
A scientist from the Division of Quantum Condensed Matter Physics at the University of Tsukuba has formulated a new theory of superconductivity. Based on the calculation of the 'Berry connection', ...
A new theory of superconductivity
I have been popularizing quantum physics, my area of research, for many years now. The general public finds the topic fascinating and covers of books and magazines often draw on its mystery. A number ...
Think Einstein hated quantum physics? Go back to school, fool!
In a few years, a new generation of quantum simulators could provide insights that would not be possible using simulations on conventional supercomputers. Quantum simulators are capable of processing ...
Quantum Simulation: Measurement of Entanglement Made Much Easier
This superficial approach – in which people reduced their understanding of string theory and its amazing properties to some mundane, constantly repetitive ideas about AdS/CFT, especially those that ...
Deterioration of the World’s Thinking About the Deepest Stringy Ideas
An introduction to how the mathematical tools from quantum field theory can be applied to economics and finance, providing a wide range of quantum mathematical techniques for designing financial ...
Quantum Field Theory for Economics and Finance
This article is the first part of a series about quantum field theory published by Quanta Magazine. Other stories in the series can be found here. Over the past century, quantum field theory has ...
The Mystery at the Heart of Physics—That Only Math Can Solve
The study marks a major step toward creating a system for studying quantum phase transitions. In 1934, physicist Eugene Wigner made a theoretical prediction based on quantum mechanics that for 87 ...
Quantum Melting of Wigner Crystals: Creating a System for Studying Quantum Phase Transitions
You've probably heard a lot of discussion, about quantum computers. About, how amazing, how fast, and how incredible they are going to be.
So, you think you can beat a quantum computer?
From its first conceptions to decades-worth of experiments that have failed to find dark matter, quantum tech will be what finally breaks the mystery.
We’ll never find dark matter… without quantum tech
Imagine predicting molecular properties 1,000 times faster with 100 times less training data. That’s the future that co-founders Tom Miller and Fred Manby envision at Entos. On Wednesday, the team ...
AI startup Entos looks to one-up the rest of the field by folding quantum mechanics into its discovery platform
But is that a fundamental limitation of nature, where there exists an inherent indeterminism until a measurement is made or a quantum interaction occurs? Or could there be a “hidden reality” that’s ...
Ask Ethan: Is There A Hidden Quantum Reality Underlying What We Observe?
Researchers from the National University of Singapore have come up with two new ways to protect quantum communications from attacks - the first is an ultra-secure cryptography protocol, and the other ...
NUS researchers bring attack-proof quantum communication two steps forward
A researcher from the University of Tsukuba has introduced a new theory for superconductivity that can better explain the results of recent experiments with high-temperature superconductors. By ...
A super new theory
This modern text combines fundamental principles with advanced topics and recent techniques in a rigorous and self-contained treatment of quantum field theory.Beginning with a review of basic ...
Quantum Field Theory
Efficient method that delivers new insights Insights from quantum field theory allow quantum state tomography to be much more efficient, i.e., to be performed with significantly fewer measurements.
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